Privacy Policy
BE MY SNUGGIES, LDA. is responsible for the processing of personal data within
the meaning of the General Data Protection Regulation.
BE MY SNUGGIES, LDA. respects your privacy. This Privacy Policy describes who
we are, for what purposes we can use your data, how we treat it, for how long
we keep it, also how to contact us and exercise your rights.
1. Scope of our Privacy Policy
This privacy policy refers to this website, as well as to other sites that mention
the same policy. BE MY SNUGGIES, LDA.respects the user's privacy and processes
your personal data in accordance with the laws in force. The data will not be
processed for any purpose other than those specified here. BE MY SNUGGIES,
LDA.reserves the right to update or modify its Privacy Policy at any time, namely,
in order to adapt it to legislative changes.
2. For what purposes are personal data collected from the user?
The data collected on the website forms are intended exclusively for the
processing of user requests, and will not be used for any other processing.
3. Does BE MY SNUGGIES, LDA.you use the personal data collected for marketing?
BE MY SNUGGIES, LDA.will not use your personal data to send you any unsolicited
mail whose content has not received your explicit consent. BE MY SNUGGIES,
LDA.does not sell or trade your data to third parties.
4. Who has access to the user's personal data?
BE MY SNUGGIES, LDA.does not disclose any personal data of its customers and
users to third parties, without their consent, except when required by law.
5. Where is the user data stored?

BE MY SNUGGIES, LDA.keeps the data of its customers and users that are located
in the European Union. These servers are protected and maintained in accordance
with the highest security standards and in order to respect applicable privacy
laws. If you wish to be removed from our database, you can exercise that right
by contacting us through the various means available on the website.
BE MY SNUGGIES, LDA.does not store any data inserted in the forms presented
on the website.
6. Analysis and statistical monitoring of data
This website uses a data analysis and monitoring tool for merely statistical
purposes – the "Web Analytics" application – which uses its own cookies in order
to collect elements related to the interaction and general activity of users at
www.mysnuggies.com. This collection process is carried out in accordance with
the standardized security procedures and practices in this type of tools, which
guarantee the proper encryption of data between the different channels of
access to the site and the respective server. The information obtained through
these means does not allow any relationship to be established at the level of the
users' IP address for the purpose of verifying personal data.
7. Does BE MY SNUGGIES, LDA.use cookies on your website?
The website uses cookies in certain areas. Cookies are files that store
information on the user's hard drive or browser, allowing websites to recognize
you and know that you have visited them before. The user can configure his
browser to refuse cookies, but in this case, the website or parts of it may not
work correctly. Cookies are users to monitor and analyze the use of the website,
allowing BE MY SNUGGIES, LDA.to provide the best user experience.
8. Does BE MY SNUGGIES, LDA.use cookies on www.mysnuggies.com?
If you remain in any doubt regarding the processing of your personal data or wish
to exercise any of your rights, please contact us: hello@mysnuggies.com
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